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L.Introduction
The layer-byJayer oxidation of Si surfaces has attracted a gteat deal of attention because layer-by-layer oxidation is an ideal way to realize an ultrathin gate oxide for MOS devices ll-21. We have found that scanning reflection electron microscopy (SREM) can reveal atomic-structures at buried SiO2/Si(001) interfaces, md have observed a periodic reversal of terrace contrast in SREM images during initial oxidation [3] . From our SREM observations, we confirmed the layer-by-layer oxidation of Si(001) surfaces, and proposed a mechanism by which the oxidation proceeds by two-dimensional (2D) oxide-island nucleation at the interfaces. However, this oxidation mechanism has not been directly confirmed by SREM due to the resolution limit of this technique.
In this study, to clarify the layer-by-layer oxidation mechanism, we investigated SiO2/Si(001) interfaces by using reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) techniques.
RIIEED intensity oscillation during oxidation
The spot intensity oscillation in RHEED patterns has been reported for various kinds of epitarial growth that proceed by 2D island nucleation [4] . We used RHEED to investigate the oxidation of Si surfaces. Under these conditions, the firstJayer oxidation was complete within 15 min [3] . The spot intensity reached a minimum after about 3 min of oxidation, and then gradually recovered and saturated after 15 min. In addition, we investigated the streaky spot profile obtained from the SiO2/Si(001) interface, and confirmed that the diffirsescattering originating from atomic-scale interfacial roughness increased at about 3 min (Fig. 2) . This oxidation time corresponded to the 0.5-ML oxidation of the first layer (see Fig. 1(b) and ref. [3] (Fig. 3(b) ). The oxide layers were carefully removed with a HF solution (lYo), then we observed the interfacial morphology by STM. Figures 3(c) and (d) show the SiOr(2 ML)/S(001) interfacial morphology. We could recognize interfacial steps and atomically-flat terraces. In contrast to the 2-ML oxidation, we observed increased roughness for 2.5-ML oxidation (Figs. 3(e) ) and (f1). Note that the typical comrgation has a single-atomic height.
These results indicate that the STM image obtained after 2.5-ML oxidation directly revealed 2D oxide islands nucleated at the SiOr/Si(00l) interface during the third-layer oxidation.
We also found that the islands were around 3-5 nm in diameter, which is consistent with our oxidation model and estimation from the RHEED spot analysis [5] . 4 
